
The history

North of the Church at Furnace Cottages where Foundry

Lane crosses the M6 was a Blast Furnace and Foundry,while on the river were two iron forges (see Map I).

The aim of this article is to summarise what is known
of the history of iron making in Halton, to outline
the technology involved and to describe the scanty
remains which still exist.
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Forge Bank Founqry for sale. No reference to
Lower Forge.

Sale of the Halton Iron Company works.

Foundry and two Blast Furnaces; two forges on
the river.

permission of the Duchy sought for the use of
stream sites upon which to build forges.

Yates Map shows the Furnace site and one Forge
on the river.

erection of a Charcoal Blast Furnace

Halton Iron Company purchases.Leighton Furnace.
The two Furnaces with Caton Forge being run as
one enterprise. .

1803

1812/
13

1824

1786

1779

1752

1755

VI Iron Making at Halton by James Price

To both local inhabitant and visitor alike the village
of Halton seems an unlikely site for iron making.
Today the village with its Castle site and Dark Age
crosses is a tourist attraction and dormitory
settlement for Lancaster. Mention of 'Foundry Lane'
and 'Forge Weir' might jog local folk memory, while
the visitor shown the existing industry on the river
might well change his opinion of the village's
history. The truth is, that Halton has for the last
two hundred years had a substantial amount of industry
including for nearly a century, iron making.
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Before cooling, some of the molten metal was used to
cast items in an adjacent foundry as at Halton.6

Pig iron, being hard.but brittle <3-5% Carbon) is
suited for items which are not put under stres~
or pressure - pots, pans, etc. Girdle plates (for
oatcakes) are mentioned at Leighton in 1777 while
Halton produced firegrates and ranges in the later
days as a Foundry.

Much of the iron was taken to forges for refining
where the carbon content was lowered (decarburising)
and malleable wrought iron produced. Within a
forge were two separate processes. In the Refinery
or Fine~ the iron was remelted using a charcoal
hearth and air blast. Carbon and Silicon
impurities were removed and a pure metal resulted
which was collected and cooled under a trip hammer.
Taken to the Chafery the metal was reheated and
shaped under a trip hammer into bar iron.7

At Halton there were two Forges on the river using
the Lune to power hammer and bellow: "the Upper

Forge contains 2 refineries and 2 chaferies ••A theLower Forge contains a Tilt and Lift Hammer".o

The complex at Halton was in existence between 1752
and the 1840s. It is likely that the forges
disappeared earlier than the Blast Furnace which
continued to provide cast goods for the local area
until .£. 1844.

What did the Halton enterprise make? In addition
to cast items, 'bar iron, bills, hoes and shovels,9
were made. After 1813 Heaton and Whewell, Lancaster
Ironmongers, manufactured cast iron grates here.
Most of the Halton Iron Company products were for a
local market though the existence in 1807 of a
warehouse on the Quay could suggest a wider market.
(see Editor's note)

The charcoal-based industry of the North West declined
with the development of a coke-based industry and the
move to coalfield locations. We must interpret
the closure of Forges and Furnace as part of this
concentration. By 1800 the contribution of charcoal
furnaces to English output was marginal and the fact
that Halton was still open after this date suggests it
was largely a foundry meeting local needs.

Bobbin Making.

1st edition 6" map Halton Foundry "a bobbin
manufactory". No evidence of either forge
site.

Prior to the erection of such Furnaces iron was made
in bloomeries.3 These were small bowl shaped hearths
where iron ore was heated in charcoal to around
8500C by means of bellows and a tuyere.4 Some
reduction took place and a large pasty lump of iron
was left which was refired in a forge.

The invention of the Blast Furnace allowed the
production of fully smelted and molten 'pig iron'.
Such furnaces were charged with charcoal, limestone
and ore, and had a biast of air blown in at their
base by water driven bellows. As the charge moved
down the furnace it became molten (15300C) and every
twelve hours or so metal was run off into a bed of
sand called the 'pig bed'. Such furnaces could
produce up to 20 tons per week by the 1750s and
operated for many weeks at a time.

Despite the discovery of coke as a Blast Furnace fuelby Abraham Darby in c. 1709, two years before Backbarrow
was built, all of the local furnaces were charcoal
fired. It was the rea~ availability of timber for
charcoal (inCluding the use of coppicing),5 Furness
ore and easy access to water power that attracted iron
masters to this area.

Halton Furnace is one of a number of charcoal blast
Furnaces erected in the North-West after that of
Backbarrow2 in 1711, e.g. Leighton 1713, Duddon
1736 and Newland 1747. We know nothing of the
founders but as early as 1754 Leighton, Halton and
Caton were being run as one enterprise and in 1755
Halton purchased the Leighton Furnace.

1845-1
51 ?

1895 (2nd edition 6" map) Bobbin Mill (Foundry)
demolished.

1845
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The Industrial Archaeology of the sites

Little now remains of the Blast Furnace sitelO
(SD497650) due to the building of the M6 and the
embanking and realignment of Foundry Lane. The
pond - providing power for the water wheel which
powered the bellows - now lies below Foundry Lane
though its headrace can still be seen in the fields
opposite Foundry Cottages. These cottages
consist of two stone buildings - the one a barnlike
structure now part home and part barn which was
probably a coal (charcoal house), and the other an
eighteenth century house contemporary with the
Furnace.

We know from Lucas's description of Leighton that the

Blast Furnace would have been a s~uare stone-built
structure with tapering walls (18 at Leighton).
Internally it would have been a brick lined circular
or square shaft. At the top would be the narrow
throat into which ore, limestone and charcoal would
have been charged, widening down the stack to the
boshes where the walls sloped inwards to become
vertical at the hearth. At the base would be two
arches - one allowing access for the Tuyere and the
air blast, the other leading to the cast house where
casting took place. It was normal practice for
such a Furnace to be built into the side of a small
valley such as that of the Cote Beck at Halton.
This helped to facilitate charging from above by an
access bridge. Though the new road has altered
many of the contours, what remains of the site
where the Scout Hut stands - fits this type of
location.

There are no remains at all which can definitely be
identified as belonging to either of the Forges.
We do know that the Upper Forge was adjacent to the
headrace which led off Forge Weir but the Lower
Forge could have been 'below' the upper one or
further along the race (SD508646) where it enters
the river and was used by Helmes to power a water
turbine.

At SD511646 are large amounts of slag in the river
bank which came from the Upper Forge. We know in
1824 "that this Forge had 6 water wheels, Fineries
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Footnotes

1. The Mannex Directory of 1851 does not mention
Bobbin Mills.

EDITOR'S NOTE - At least one of the cast iron
flangeless wheels from an early tramway waggon
recovered from the River Ribble at Preston in 1975
had the word 'HALTON' cast in relief on the surface.
It was one of several waggons lost in an accident in
1826.
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plan 3. Upper Forge site.

plan4. features of an 18~century fee

William Stout in 1709 could say of iron making
that "none made but iron in the bloomery way".J. D. Marshall.

"Some doubt now exists whether this was the
first blast furnace in the region". M. Davies
Shiel.

3.

2.

They would see the Forge as being at the top end of
the cottages with the water-wheels on the flat
terrace below. In all of the sale advertisements
there is mention of "Dwellings for the workmen"l3
and these could be the upper cottages which were
later added to by the various textile manufacturers.

In my opinion there are a number of objections to
this location, not the least of them being the
separation of Forge and water-wheel. In the absence
of further documentary or archaeological evidence
all that we can say is that the Upper Forge was in
this general location.

and a Chafery." I feel it is likely that the Iron
Company made an arrangement with the Forge Bank
Textile Mill to use the Headrace from Forge Weir.
Of the actual buildings there are no remains. The
site remains to be discovered, and there are at
least two alternative views. The first is that the
Forge was on or near the side of the present
Forge Bank Mill (see Contrebis Vol. 8, 1980) and was
built over.l2 The second is that favoured by
Mr. W. Hosfield and Mr. J. Norris and shown as
Plan IV.
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4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

A pipe by which the blast of air was conveyed
into the hearth or furnace.

In order to obtain a regular supply of timber
for charcoal making, timber was cropped on a
16 year rotation. When the original trees
were felled, the shoots which sprang up from
the stool were allowed to grow into straight
poles which could be cut every 14-16 years and
made ideal charcoal.

Lancaster Gazette, 29 February, 1812.

In 1715 it is recorded that such a forge with
2/3 Fineries and a Chafery could produce 115 tons
of bar iron per year.

E. W. Hume, "Statistical History of the Iron
Trade of England and Wales, 1715-30." T.N.S.
(9) 1928-9.

Lancaster Gazette, 19 February, 1812.

M. Davies-Shiel records a Spade Forge at Lower
Highfie1d SD532665.

Lancaster Gazette, 19 February, 1812, "a charcoal
blast furnace and foundry •••with adjoining Coal
Houses, carpenters and smiths shops and dwelling
houses for workmen".

Lancaster Gazette, 20 November, 1824.

Lease of 1826 for For~e Bank Mill records "at
the site of the Forge'.

"A charcoal blast furnace and foundry •••with
adjoining Coal Houses, carpenters and smiths
shops and dwelling houses for workmen".
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